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"Technology Transfer Metrics: Measurement and Verification of Data/Reusable Launch

Vehicle Business Analysis"

Introduction

Congress and the Executive Branch have mandated that all branches of the Federal

Government exert a concentrated effort to transfer appropriate government and

govemment contractor-developed technology to the industrial use in the U.S. economy.

For many years, NASA has had a formal technology transfer program to transmit

information about new technologies developed for space applications into the industrial

or commercial sector. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has been in the forefront of

the development of U.S. industrial assistance programs using technologies developed at

the Center.

During 1992-93, MSFC initiated a technology transfer metrics study. The MSFC

study was the first of its kind among the various NASA centers. The metrics study is a

continuing process, with periodic updates that reflect on-going technology transfer

activities.

This researcher, working with NASA colleagues, David Cockrell and Timothy Tyson,

has been engaged in a series of projects aimed at both measurement and verification of

technology transfer metrics. One of the major tasks in which this research has been

involved with is the development of metrics for the Small Business Innovation Research

Program (SBIR).

Annually, NASA invites eligible small businesses to submit proposals for its SBIR

program. The SBIR program objectives include stimulating technological innovation in

the private sector, strengthening the role of small business concerns in meeting Federal

(NASA) research and development needs, and increasing the commercial application of

federally supported research results.

This researcher was involved in verifying SBIR recipients of MSFC for the years

1989-92 in order to develop a list to be surveyed. A questionnaire was developed in

cooperation with Tech-Masters, Inc. (William Fieselman), David Cockrell, and Auburn

University (Clint LeNoir, Jr.). The questionnaire is designed to elicit responses from past

recipients of SBIR grants regarding the commercial and economic benefits of the research

and development activities resulting from the SBIR's. The completed questionnaire was

mailed on July 14th (see attached copy).

In developing the SBIR questionnaire, this researcher was part of a team that traveled

to Auburn University to meet with Clint LeNoir and his team at the Auburn Technical
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Assistance Center on June 13-14, 1995. From a detailed and complicated four-page

questionnaire, the teams were able to reduce it to a single page with a cover letter in a very

brief period of time.

This researcher also aided in developing an approach to measure the economic benefits

of investments made by businesses utilizing NASA/MSFC technology. The original

technology transfer metrics did not include benefits that accrued to businesses as a result

of investments made. An accepted internal financial management practice generally

includes depreciation on investments as part of cash flows (e.g., net income +

depreciation). Therefore, once a firm has deducted depreciation from its sales revenue to

derive Earning Before Taxes, the firm is able to determine its net income by deducting

taxes.

Since depreciation expense can be thought of as a tax savings, managerial finance adds

depreciation savings back in to the firm's net income to derive net cash flows from

operations. We proposed that using an average allowable depreciation charge, which was

determined by polling leading accounting firms regarding the average depreciation taken by

its industrial-type clients. The average depreciation charge can then be used to adjust the

total investment for business respondents to the NASA survey as follows:

[Total Investment by Firms] [Average Depreciation Percent] = Adjusted Cash Flow.

Suppose the average depreciation taken by industrial firms is 80 percent during the

first two years of an investment. If the total investment is $100 million, the following

result occurs:

[$100 Million Investment] [.80] = $80 Million Adjusted Cash Flow.

By restating and recalculating the existing collected data in the above manner, it is

possible to add many additional "jobs added or jobs saved" to those already calculated as

a result of NASA/MSFC technology transfer.

This researcher writes a weekly column entitled "Your Investing" that is distributed

by the New York Times regional newspapers wire desk. In addition, the column is

internationally syndicated by United Press International. As a result of working with the

Technology Transfer Office, a column has been written to appear on September 3, 1993,

entitled, "NASA's Technology Transfer Program: Opportunities for Investment" (see

attached). Each column will be coordinated with the Technology Transfer Office,

MSFC.

In addition to working with external metrics, this researcher also aided in reviewing and

suggesting changes to the MSFC Internal Metrics Project. The purpose of the MSFC

Internal Metric Project is to develop a set of integrated metrics, which provide
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quantifiablemeasuresof MSFC's overallperformancewith respectto thefive strategic
goalsdetailedin theCenter'sStrategicPlan.Thefive strategicgoalsarerelatedto space
transportationandpropulsionsystems,scientific research/payloaddevelopment,payload
integration/operations,researchtechnologyandadvanceddevelopment,andhumanand
physicalresources.

Working with ateamcomposedof LarryE.Lechner,DonWhirley,GeneA. Olsen,
andTony Sharpe(Tech-Masters,Inc.),wedevelopeda structureof sub-categoriesfor
objectivesto measuretheeffectivenessof NASA/MSFCin meetinggoal#1 in space
transportationandpropulsionsystems.Specifically,four overall setsof metricsareset
forth to measuresafety,reliability, performance,andcosteffectivenessfor spaceshuttle
mainengine,solidrocketmotor,solidrocketbooster,externaltank,andexpendablelaunch
vehicle. Theoverridingfocusof this setof metricsis to providesufficientinformationto
determineboththeoverallefficiencyof MSFCin meetinggoal#1andto provide
managementwith atool for trackingsafety,reliability, performance,schedule,andcost-
effectiveness.

This researcherwasinvolvedin analyzingandcritiquinga draftWorkingPaper,
"MeasuringtheEconomicBenefitsof TechnologyTransferfrom aNationalLaboratory:
A Primer,"by R. B. Archibald,D. H. Finifter,andN. R. Smith,TheCollegeof William
andMary, July, 1995. Thefatal flaw in their analysisis theclassicalassumptionof
"...technologyknow-howimbeddedinmachineryandthemindsof theworkersareheld
constant..."(pp.2-3). This meansthattechnologyis frozenin their approach.The
wholepoint of technologytransferis to activelyadvancetechnologicalcommercialization
soasto impacteconomicdevelopmentpositively.

Theauthorsof this WorkingPaperagreethattherearetwo basicoutcomesof
technologytransfer,"...(1) achangein totaloutputproduced,and(2) achangein themix
of goodsandservicesproduced."(pp. 7-8). Yet, theytotally ignorethefirst to
concentratetheir analysison thesecond.Their conclusionsfall directly outof their
originalassumptionof fixed technologyandconcentratesonly onchangesin themix of
goodsandservices.Thus,theirconclusionthat"...onaveragetechnologicalprogress
increasesthequality of jobs in theeconomy,not thequantity..."is totally false.

Theauthorsdefendtheir nationalapproachto measurementof economiceffectsovera
regionalone,statingthe"...definingaregionisanarbitraryprocess..."(p. 16). This may
beso,butonceonedefinesaregion,it isentirely feasibleto developmetricsto measure
economicfactorswithin aspecificregion. Indeed,theU. S.Departmentof Commerce
doesthis with virtually all of theeconomicdata,includingtheRIMS II RegionalInput-
OutputModeling System,whichsetsforth regionaleconomicmultipliersbasedupon
industrySIC codes. ("RegionalMultipliers: A UserHandbookfor theRegionalInput-
OutputModeling System(RIMS II)," 2ndedition,U. S.Departmentof Commerce,
Bureauof EconomicAnalysis,Washington,D. C.,May, 1994).
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Finally, twenty percent of this researcher's time has been devoted to working with a

team from the MSFC Engineering Cost Office (Joseph Hamaker, Manager) on the

Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) business analysis. This researcher participated on a high-

level team involving NASA administrators (Ivan Bekey and Dansel Tam) in developing an

internal report on the RLV for the NASA Administrator's Office.

In addition, this researcher has aided the MSFC Engineering Cost Office team in

developing an approach to evaluating the feasibility of the RLV. Specifically, the RLV

business analysis addresses the commercial feasibility of funding, developing, and

operating an RLV.

Some of the issues addressed and suggestions made by this researcher include

examining the basic assumptions of the analysis. These questions or suggestions include:

1. Suggested that the total development and production costs for RLV be increased to

$9 billion to bring it more in line with the assumptions of industry.

2. That the assumed interest rate on debt for industry be increased to 12 percent from

10 percent; again to bring it more in line with industry assumptions. The reason being eTD -373 -30TD (the) av (ag47 0 TDTj 22 0rc34 0 TD ( 9 0 TD  18 0 TD (assumpcapiat) Tj 2) Tj 22 6 0 13 0 Tsj 25 0 TD (the(rate) Tj 21 0 TD(+7 -13 Tj 22 0requD (comme (internacapiat)38 0 TD ing,) Tj 43 0 TD20.) Tj 68 0 TD /S2tions) Tj 62 0 TD (develoSRactut) Tj 2)D (with) Tjigne3 0 TD (developing, /SB4f
e) iscou



various missions of NASA/MSFC has become apparent. In addition, a tremendous

respect tbr the industriousness and dedication of the MSFC fellow staff has been gained.

Based upon limited exposure and experience in the Technology Transfer Office,

several observations and/or suggestions are offered:

1. Having reviewed the technology transfer metrics measurement process, it is the

view of this researcher that the adoption of the RIMS II economic multiplier used by the

U.S. Department of Commerce to be both reasonable and widely accepted. Moreover,

use of the RIMS II multipliers allows for easy comparison; thus should be adopted by

the other NASA Centers similarly engaged in measurement of the benefits of technology

transfer.

2. Regarding the actual application of the multipliers, the suggestion made is to include

the value of depreciation in calculating the benefits of investments to both the business

enterprise and the economy (see discussion above).

3. Regarding internal metrics, it appears that under the five categories of goals set

forth in the overall strategic plan, there are too many strategic objectives specified.

Moreover, there are difficulties in adequately measuring and/or generating data to

determine if the objectives are being met. For instance, under goal 4, a strategic objective

is to be the "agency lead" in promoting the timely introduction/application of scientific

research and technology developments. This invites comparison with other Centers and

government agencies without providing any means of measurement or comparison.

Perhaps this goal could be reworded to read, "Be a leading Agency."

4. In addition, under goal 5, the overall goal is stated to be, "enhancement and

sustaining of a highly skilled and motivated work force.., supported by first-class

facilities, equipment, and services." Who is to determine what is "first-class?" Perhaps

this wording could be changed to "...supported by excellent state-of-the-art facilities .... "

Moreover, what measures are appropriate in determining if the Center has achieved the

overall goal? Some attention must be devoted toward either rewriting, or reducing the

number of strategic objectives.

5. A final recommendation is that the Technology Transfer Office issue at least one

"tech-transfer" success story (news release) a month. The "story" should be brief, well-

written, and contain a human interest or "rags-to-riches" element. This researcher is

willing to devote one column a month of"Your Investing" to a NASA tech-transfer theme

with an investment slant (see attached column).

6. In addition, there is a need to develop a measure of the value added resulting from

a job-reducing process or innovation by a business. If a business is able to introduce a

process or innovation as a result of NASA/MSFC technology transfer that enables it to
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reduce jobs but increase output, productivity or efficiency, this is still a benefit.

However, as currently counted, it tends to understate the "job creation" measure fbr the

particular business. Suppose a firm installs a new process as a result of technology

transfer from MSFC that increases output or productivity, by $1 million; but it results in

the use of five fewer employees. Using the approach suggested by the RiMS II Regional

Multipliers User Handbook, we can derive the following. Suppose each additional $1

million of output from one firm results in the total (all industries) final demand multiplier

for employment of 22 new jobs. Therefore, the net effect on all industry employment

from one firm's job-reducing innovation is still a net increase of 17 jobs (+22 - 5 = l 7).

This researcher will take back to the Jacksonville State University campus many

experiences to share with fellow faculty, administrators, and students. As part of the

Business Finance Course, numerous examples are given to students from the business

world, now NASA/MSFC, examples will be presented ranging from measuring technology

transfer to determining the projected cash flows from a future RLV. For instance,

whenever capital budgeting for long-term investment by private industry is discussed in

Business Finance, this researcher will provide a simplified procedure for estimating the

cash flows from a proposed Reusable Launch Vehicle.
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Commercial

Company Name:
Address:

SBIR Project Name and Phase:

1. Numlaer of employees in firm: __

Benefits of the Small Business Innovative Research Program

Contact Person:

Phone Number:

2. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code b ', t I 1

Please answer the following questions about the above listed SBIR project.

greatly appreciated.

A. About this SBIR project: (Answer all questions that are appropriate to your firm)

1. Which of the following outcomes resulted from this SBIR project: (Check all that apply)__ a. New product;
b. Improved product; __ c. New process; __ d. Improved process; __ e. New or Improved service __

2. What is the direct impact to your firm from this SBIR project (above the value of the SBIR funding provided)?

a. Revenue or sales: $

b. Cost savings: $

c. Number of jobs: # New jobs ; # Savea jobs

d. Investment in the firm's operations: $

3. Did this SBIR result in your firm acquiring any of the following? (Check all that apply)
a. Patent(s); __ b. Copyright(s); __ c. Licensing agreement(s)

4. Did this SBIR result in your firm "spinning off" another company or division? Yes __

5. Would this project have been undertaken without the SBIR program? Yes __

B. Indirect effects:

Your participation m this survey is very important and

No

No

f. Other

1. Beyond the above direct benefits of this SBIR project, did your firm experience any indirect benefits as a result of this SBIR?
Yes _, No _ What kind of indirect benefits? (Check all that apply)

a. Investment in new or improved instruments, equipment, or software
b. Improved staff training or utilization
c. Related product / service development
d. Related R & D

e. Other (please specify):

2. Please estimate the value of the total indirect benefits to your firm resulting from the performance of the SBIR: $

3. In addition to your company did the outcomes from this SBIR project result in:
a. a technology advancement within your industry? Yes _ No
b. a technology advancement in other industries? Yes _ No __

C. Summary:

1. Indicate the amount and source of any additional funding received for this project above the amount of the contract:
Intemal Company Funding $ ;Extemal Funding $

2. Rate your overall experience with the SBIR program on the following scale:
Excellent; _ Good;_ Fair;, Poor.

3. The above company information is considered proprietary and confidential under the B4 exception to the Freedom of Information Act,
and therefore cannot be released without permission of the originator. Yes Initial
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$$$[September 3, 1995][''NASA's Technology Transfer Program: Opportunities for
Investment''][Local]

This past s_umner, this writer had the opportunity to conduct research at

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL. As part of the 1995 NASA

Summer Faculty Fellowship Program jointly sponsored by NASA and the University

of Alabama, this writer worked on several fascinating projects, including
technology transfer.

Technology transfer is the process of moving new technology from government

research and development to the private sector to benefit Americans generally,

and U.S. businesses specifically. NASA has been actively engaged in technology

transfer, virtually from its beginning back in the 1960's. Most people are well
aware of numerous technological break-throughs as a direct result of NASA

research and development related to the U.S. space program. Such things as
miniaturization of computers, Teflon, Valcro, Cornlng-ware, that we use in our

everyday lives, are commercial developments resulting from NASA research.

One of the research tasks involving this writer was helping to develop

methods for measuring the economic impact on the U.S. economy of the continuing
process of technology transfer in recent years. The problem with measurement is

that economic impact to a great extent is beFond the control of NASA. Often most

cooperative relationships with the Agency and private businesses end when a
specific project is finished. MASAhas begun to develop a large data-base on what

happens to the technology down the road in terms of J_ creation and
commercialization.

In the fall of 1994, NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center released a report

on the Southeastern regional impact of its technology transfer activities,

including industrial outreach, Space Act Agreements, and dual-use programs.

Measuring the five-year impact, the results of an indep_h survey revealed 665 new
or saved jobs, 69 new products, $10.2 million increased investment, $11.5 million

in production cost-savings, and $47.2 million in increased sales.

Are there any good investment opportunities as a result of NASA's tech-

transfer? You bet[EXCLAMATIONMARK] One recent example is Waterjet Systems, Inc.,

a subsidiary of United Technologies Corporation. The project was created by NASA
am cost effective and environmentally safe method for rmmoving the thermal
protective surface from the Shuttle Solid Rocket booster. NASA combined a

powerful high pressure water pump with a robot-precision controlled nozzle.

Pratt & Whitney, a wholly-owned subsidiary of United Technologies

Corporation in Huntsville AL., successfully transferred the waterJet processing

technology from the manned spaced program to aviation and other indum_rles. The

Waterjet Blasting System is now used e_ensively to help clean and maintain

aircraft bodies and engines. The process uses only recycled tap water and allows

precise cleaning and decorating which is able to remove surface build-up of grim

one layer at a time; this process leaves the surface of an engine, aircraft part
or body unblemished.

There are literally thousands of technological transfers to private sector

resulting in new products or services that are occurring throughout the United

States. Many of the new products and services are being developed b M small
buelnesses that not only are the back bone of the U.$. economy7 but also, mam_

lead to good investment opportunities.

(George W. Trlvoll, Eminent Scholar and Professor of Finance at Jacksonville

(Ale.) state University,ham written a book based upon his columns and other
information, tltled, [BEGIN BOLD] Your Investing= A Dollar and Sense Guide to

Personal Invemting[END BOLD]. {For copies of the book, please sand $17.50 per
copy to _r_ Ideas Publishing, P.O. Box 982, Jacksonville, A1 36265.}

t_t
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